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FAQ

1. How does it work exactly?
Thanks to Fridge Fresh advanced technology and high quality product, your food will last
longer once it's in the fridge thanks to Fridge Fresh’s supporting ability.
Start saving today and try the new Fridge Fresh product.
2. Where do you stick/place/put the Fridge Fresh, if it is in an open space area?
If the Fridge Fresh is used in an open area, it should be placed under the fruit or vegetable
bowl
3. How does the Vitalisation technology work?
Fridge fresh stimulates the food through bio-energetic impulses. Several bio-energetic
frequencies are programmed on the sticker, in the fridge they transmit this information to
the surrounding and creates through resonance the desired effect. The working pattern are
similar to the Homeopathy but it works with frequency.
4. What happens if I keep the Fridge Fresh in the fridge for longer than 3 years?
The Fridge Fresh will lose its efficiency and there will be no visible and taste effect anymore.
After three years the Fridge Fresh should be replaced by a new pair.
5. Where can I purchase a Fridge Fresh?
Online payment at www.tocrop.com or order by emailing us at fridgefresh@tocrop.com
6. Does the Fridge Fresh have the same effect as using a fridge fan to keep food fresh for
longer?
No, through the vitalization effect the Fridge Fresh has unique effects which are not
comparable with a fridge fan.
7. What scientific research has there been on the Fridge Fresh?
Until now the scientific researches are not fully finished. Only real life examples and
experiences exist.
8. Can the Fridge Fresh be used in restaurant fridges? Does it cover big fridges?
Yes, it can be used in restaurant fridges. Depending on the size of the fridge, you can add
more stickers. Please contact your local distributor or Tocrop to receive a tailored solution
for your requirements.
9. Can’t I buy just one patch?
No, only with a set (2 pieces) the Fridge Fresh is working. One Sticker is not enough to
achieve the desired effect.
10. Has the product been made from sustainable materials?
During the production we paid attention to an environmentally friendly way. The stickers are
food compatible.
11. What do you do with the product when it doesn’t work anymore?
Remove the stickers from the fridge and dispose of them accordingly.

12. Number of countries which sell Fridge Fresh?
Canada, Costa Rica, Australia, South Africa, France, UK, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Lithuania
13. Number of Fridge Fresh sold so far?
Over 100 pieces in France and Benelux in less than 3 months and rising.
14. Scientific references of Fridge Fresh
Underway by the most renowned Swiss institute
15. Main famous clients
Confidential – 5 star hotel
16. Main labels/awards received the Fridge Fresh?
Coming soon
17. How many more days have I to eat my food?
At least 3 or 4 more days
18. Main effects noticed?
• Keeps food fresh for longer
• Helps to reduce your food wastage
• Less odour
• No maintenance required

